Celebrity
News:
Queen
Elizabeth Is ‘Disappointed’
Prince Harry & Duchess Meghan
Won’t
Be
at
Christmas
Festivities

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Queen Elizabeth II is disappointed in
Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan’s decision to spend Christmas
with the Duchess’ mother. According to a source for
UsMagazine.com, family drama is one of the reasons the royal
famous couple decided to spend the holiday away from the rest
of the royal family. Prince Harry and his brother Prince

William have grown apart during the last few years. Harry and
Meghan want to make this holiday special as it is their son,
Archie’s, first Christmas. The source also states that “the
drama surrounding the couple has caused a huge amount of
stress. They’re making their family their No. 1 priority right
now.”

In celebrity news, Queen Elizabeth
isn’t happy that Harry and Meghan
won’t be celebrating Christmas with
her. What are some ways to balance
family obligations during the
holidays?
Cupid’s Advice:
Although they are royalty, Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan
still deal with holiday family drama. The holidays are a great
time to be with family, but they can also cause an unnecessary
rise in tensions. Cupid has some advice to help you balance
family obligations during the holidays:
1. Take turns: This is the easiest way to avoid any holiday
drama. There are enough holidays for you to spend some with
your family and some with your partner’s family. Once you
spend a holiday with your family, spend the next one with your
partner’s and so on.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Tristan Thompson ‘Isn’t Giving
Up’ On a Future with Khloe Kardashian
2. Prioritize: Some families value certain holidays over
others. Discuss with your partner which holidays are the most
important to your family and ask which are the most important
to theirs. You can prioritize who you spend the holiday with

based on how important it is to both of your families. This
also helps if there happen to be any cultural differences
regarding holidays between you and your significant other.
Related Link: Celebrity News: James Van Der Beek Dances for
Wife Kimberly on ‘DWTS’ After She Suffers Miscarriage
3. Focus on your family: If you have kids it might be best to
spend the holiday at home with your partner and your children.
If you don’t have kids, you can just spend the holiday with
your partner. This will avoid any hurt feelings among family
members and also help you create meaningful holiday memories
between you and your partner.
How do you handle family obligations during the holidays? Let
us know in the comments below!

Celebrity
News:
Queen
Elizabeth Fuels Feud Rumors
By Removing Photo of Duchess
Meghan & Prince Harry

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Queen Elizabeth reportedly removed a photo
of Duchess Meghan and Prince Harry from Buckingham Palace.
According to UsMagazine.com, the photo was first spotted in
2018 when the Queen met with Conservative leader Boris
Johnson. Recently, the Queen was photographed with the High
Commissioner for Grenada, Lakisha Granta, but this time the
photo of Duchess Meghan and Prince Harry was mysteriously
missing. Tensions have been brewing amongst the royal family
after the famous couples’ names were pulled from Prince
William and Duchess Kate‘s charity. Prince Harry stated,”
…we’re brothers, we’ll always be brothers. We’re certainly on
different paths at the moment, but I’ll always be there for
him and as I know he’ll always be there for me.”

In celebrity news, the rumors are
alive and well when it comes to a

feud between this royal couple and
their royal family. What are some
ways to handle a rocky relationship
with your in-laws?
Cupid’s Advice:
Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan have been the center of a lot
of discourse among the royal family and overall British
population. Though Harry and Meghan understand their
relationship is subject to public opinion, Cupid has some
relationship advice to help you mend a rocky relationship with
your partner’s family:
1. Talk to your partner: Be sure that your partner is aware of
the issues at hand. It might be ideal for them to discuss the
problems with their family members before you actually get
involved. Sit down with your significant other and establish
the best way to address the problem.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Blake Lively & Ryan
Reynolds Reveal Sex of Third Baby
2. Speak to the family members: Once you’ve spoken to your
partner you should try to speak to the people in their family
that don’t seem to like you. It’s important to be kind and not
come off as though you’re attacking them as that will just
cause more problems. Clearly convey your feelings while also
listening to their grievances.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley &
Zack Carpinello Are Back Together After Split
3. Accept and move forward: If you happen to work the
situation out, try to forget any bad blood that may have been
spilled between you and your partner’s family. You don’t want

to bring up any past issues as you can finally move forward
with your relationship. However, relationships may not be that
easy. If you can’t seem to work through your issues with your
partner’s family, you should talk to your significant other
about the best way to continue your relationship.
How do you deal with your partner’s family if they don’t like
you? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Why Prince
Harry & Meghan Markle Want to
Live in Africa

By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan want to
move to Africa! After being attacked by many British media
outlets, Meghan has been having trouble adjusting to royalty.
According to UsMagazine.com, a source describes the celebrity
couple home in Kensington Palace, saying, “The critics have
made their lives ‘absolute hell’ and they’d get more privacy
in Africa – they won’t be hounded by photographers around the
clock.” The source also adds that Prince Harry believes that
having their celebrity baby Archie surrounded by nature will
be great for him.

In celebrity news, Prince Harry
plans to build a home in Africa.
What are some ways to decide where
to live with your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:

Planning to move in with each other can be a big step for your
relationship. To benefit the needs of your partner or
yourself, you may have to relocate. Cupid has some advice on
what to consider when choosing a place to live with your
partner:
1. Show your partner the places that you like: Start the
conversation by explaining the reasons why you like this area.
Remember to mention things that they are interested in as
well. If they like to go the gym, tell them about the local
fitness center down the street.
Related Link: Date Idea: Hometown Tourism
2. Find a compromise: You won’t always agree on everything,
but it is important to reach a mutual agreement. Don’t assume
that they will love everything about the place you want to
live.Try to consider the problematic areas: distance from
work, school system for your children, and the nearest family
member. Don’t say that “it will all work out”, rather, try to
make the transition a little easier.
Related Link: Ask The Guy’s Guy: Should I Follow My Boyfriend
To Where His Job Is?
3. Eliminate the negatives: After reaching a compromise,
you’ll have to figure out what you want to do about it. Start
with the process of elimination. Cross off the things you can
do without like going to a coffee shop every day or the daily
jog in the nearby park. Look for ways to accommodate these
changes.
What are some things you would decide where to live with your
partner? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Prince Harry
&
Duchess
Meghan
Are
Considering Moving to Canada

By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, British royalty may be moving to Canada!
According to UsMagazine.com, Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan
are considering a move to the Great White North, where Meghan
Markle used to film the Suits. The celebrity couple plan to
stay in Kensington Palace for now with their celebrity baby,
Archie.

In celebrity news, this royal
couple is considering a move to
Canada. What are some ways to
compromise with your partner about
where to live?
Cupid’s Advice:
Getting serious in a relationship means that you will have to
start making choices with and for the benefit of your partner.
This may mean considering a relocation for career or family
reasons. Cupid has some advice on how to help make the
discussion a smoother one:
1. Listen to their reasons: You don’t have to be fond of
moving to another state or country. It is normal to feel this
way. Changing your environment is a huge adjustment, but hear
your partner out. Ask them: how will this help us or our
family? Weigh the pros and cons, and try to remain reasonable.
>Related Link: Relationship Advice: Talking Through the Tough
Times
2. Let them know your concerns: If you feel that you won’t get
enough money in the location being discussed for work, tell
them this! Also, share your thoughts on cost of living, school
systems, and transportation (if needed). Work on focusing on
common ground. Show them what you are looking for in a place
you want to call your home.
Related Link:

Date Idea: Hometown Tourism

3. Take a trip there: The
new location is if you go
go sightseeing. This will
the area. Let your partner

only way
there in
help you
show you

you’ll know if you like a
person. Cruise around and
become more accustomed to
the city they love through

a different perspective.
What are some ways you can agree on a place your partner wants
to live? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity
Couple
News:
Duchess Meghan Comments On
Her Relationship with Prince
Harry to Pharrell

By Bonnie Griffin

In the latest celebrity couple news, Duchess Meghan Markle
opened up to singer, Pharell, about the difficulties of having
her relationship always in the spotlight. According
to UsMagazine.com, Meghan said “They don’t make it easy,”
seemingly referring to the constant public scrutiny her and
Prince Harry’s relationship is always under. Every
relationship has its own complicated parts, and this celebrity
couple clearly states that having all of your personal life on
display for the world to talk about isn’t easy.

In celebrity couple news, Duchess
Meghan was honest about having a
relationship in the spotlight. What
are some ways to handle scrutiny of
your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Whether your relationship is constantly in the public eye like
the Duchess and Prince, or you find your family and friends
nitpicking your every move, it’s no fun being scrutinized by
others. Cupid has some advice on how to handle the scrutiny of
your relationship:
1. Ignore it: The number one thing to do is just ignore what
others have to say about your relationship. If they are not a
part of your relationship, then their scrutiny does not have
to hold any bearing on how you and your partner feel for each
other.
Related Link: Celebrity Marriage: Find Out More About Miley
Cyrus’ Marriage to Liam Hemsworth
2. Openly communicate with your partner: What is most
important is that you and your partner are openly

communicating with one another. If others are trying to drag
your relationship down, or are saying hurtful things, then it
is important that the two of you are open with each other and
share your feelings about the situation. You don’t want to
take out your frustration with others on your partner.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Tori Spelling Says It’s ‘Hard to
Be Monogamous’ Years After Dean McDermott’s Affair
3. Stand up for each other: It’s important that you and your
partner stand up for each other. It is a sign you love and
respect each other that you stand together in the face of
scrutiny and don’t allow others to disrespect your partner.
What are some ways you might stand up to scrutiny against your
relationship? Let us know your thoughts in the comments below.

Celebrity Parents: Duchess
Meghan Plans to Take Baby
Archie to NYC Over the Summer

By Mara Miller
The royal celebrity couple has been adjusting to life as
celebrity parents well: Prince Harry is on diaper duty! In the
latest celebrity news, Duchess Meghan and Prince Harry plan to
take royal celebrity baby Archie to New York City this summer,
according to UsMagazine.com. They have plans to visit with the
Duchess’ mother, Doria Ragland, and friends in America.

These celebrity parents are brave
to travel internationally with an
infant. What are some tips for
traveling with a baby?
Cupid’s Advice:
The standard recommendation is to wait until your baby is at
least one month old before traveling, although some doctors
recommend waiting until your little one is four to six months
old so his or her immune system has enough time to become

strong. Cupid has gathered some tips that might help if you do
decide to travel:
1. Breastfeed if you can: Breastfeed your baby when he or she
gets hungry. You don’t need to be shy about where you
breastfeed and you won’t need to lug around any extra gear.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Duchess Meghan Has Been
‘Very Emotional’ Since Welcoming Baby Boy
2. Wear the baby: Instead of pushing around a clunky stroller,
using a wrap to keep them close is an easier option. Your baby
will love being near you and will likely go right to sleep!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Duchess Kate & Duchess Meghan
Are ‘Bonding Over Motherhood’
3. Forget the “nap schedule”: Don’t stress yourself out too
much about having your baby on a schedule while you’re
traveling. You don’t have to rush back to the hotel to make
sure the baby will get rest: having him/her sleep in a
stroller while you’re at a restaurant or exploring the area
will be fine.
Do you have any more travel tips to share for parents
traveling with their baby? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity Baby News: Duchess
Meghan
Has
Been
‘Very
Emotional’ Since Welcoming

Baby Boy

By Mara Miller
In celebrity news, celebrity couple Duchess Meghan and Prince
Harry welcomed their new baby boy on May 6th. According to an
exclusive source from UsMagazine.com, Duchess Meghan has been
very emotional since welcoming her new bundle of joy! “This is
definitely my first birth,” Prince Harry said. “I am so
incredibly proud of my wife and as every father and parent
would ever say, your baby is absolutely amazing, but this
little thing is absolutely to die for, so I’m just over the
moon.”

In

royal

celebrity

baby

news,

Duchess Meghan was ‘very emotional’
after welcoming her son into the
world. What are some ways to
support your partner’s emotions
after the birth of your child?
Cupid’s Advice:
Emotions can be all over the place after you go through the
birth of a child, and it’s important that your partner
supports you. Cupid has some tips:
1. Let her cry or get emotional: Don’t try to fix it. If she
needs to cry, let her cry. Comforting her is the most
important thing you can do. She needs time to process what
happened during the birth and her feelings over becoming a
Mom.
Related Link: Royal Celebrity Baby News: Meghan Markle &
Prince Harry Welcome First Child
2. If she’s breastfeeding: Make sure she’s getting enough
water while the baby nurses. Not enough water can leave her
dehydrated and exhausted.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Blake Lively & Ryan
Reynolds Are Expecting Baby No. 3
3. Praise her: New mothers sometimes doubt themselves so give
her encouragement if she starts showing signs of being
overwhelmed. And don’t forget to tell her how much you love
her!
What are some more ways you can support your partner’s after
the birth of your baby? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity Baby: Meghan Markle
Reveals Due Date

By Mara Miller
In the latest royal celebrity baby news, Meghan Markle
revealed her due date during a walkabout in Hamilton Square
with Prince Harry, according to EOnline.com. Markle is
currently six months pregnant; the celebrity couple is
expecting their first baby between April and May. The Dutchess
and Prince have decided to wait to find out the gender of
their baby. This is the closest confirmation of her due date
available since Kensington Palace previously announced the
baby is expected in Spring 2019.

Meghan Markle and Prince Harry are
about to have their first celebrity
baby. What are some ways of
announcing your due date to the
world?
Cupid’s Advice:
Announcing your due date isn’t something you need to keep a
secret if you don’t want to. What are some ways you can tell
your family and friends your exciting news?
1. Photographs: You could do a mini photo shoot with the
ultrasound picture and baby shoes. If you have an older child
or a pet, include them in the announcement photo. You could
have your older child standing next to a chalkboard with
something that says, “Big (sister or brother) starting (insert
due date)”. For your pet, you could do something like taking
a picture of their paws next to baby shoes. Have fun and get
creative!
Related Link: Prince Harry Reveals His Nickname for the Royal
Celebrity Baby
2. Announce to immediate family: Announcing your pregnancy and
due date is an exciting time for you and your partner, as well
as for your family and friend. If you don’t want to
immediately let everyone on social media know before your
close circle does, plan unique announcements for each group!
Don’t let the pressure of sharing your due date stress you
out; it doesn’t have to be extravagant. A phone call to your
mother (instead of texting) means more because it’s personal.
Or
maybe
a
cup
that
says,
“World’s
Best
Grandma/Grandpa/Uncle/Aunt” and a picture of the ultrasound
with the due date will be more memorable for years to come.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Prince Charles Teases Baby
Names for Duchess Meghan and Prince Harry
3. Make something special (or have something special) made to
celebrate: You can go beyond having a cup made when you
announce your due date. If you’re creative with programs like
Photoshop, you could create a movie poster with the due date
or make a small trailer with a video editing program (like
iMovie or Windows Movie Maker). If you create the movie
poster, you could put it in the baby’s room once they’re born.
What are some ways you have seen someone announce their due
date?

Royal Celebrity News: Prince
Harry Feels ‘Responsible’ for
Meghan
Markle
‘Being
So
Miserable’

By Lauren Burczyk
In royal celebrity news, Prince Harry feels responsible for
all of the public backlash that Meghan Markle is dealing with.
According to UsMagazine.com, the 34-year-old prince takes any
attack on Duchess Meghan very personally. An insider revealed
that “Marrying into the royal family isn’t anywhere near as
glamorous as it seems, so in a lot of ways Harry feels
responsible for Meghan being so miserable.” Since their
engagement and royal celebrity wedding, the Duchess of Sussex
has been the subject of a series of negative stories in the
media. The latest media story to break involves a feud between
her and Duchess Kate. The source says that Prince Harry has
wanted to publicly address the false rumors and defend Meghan,
but has been advised not to.

In royal celebrity news, Prince
Harry is trying to help his wife

through a tough time with the media
and her family. What are some ways
to support your partner through a
tough time?
Cupid’s Advice:
When your partner’s going through a difficult time, it’s
important to be supportive and caring. It can be tough to
determine exactly what they need from you. Cupid has some ways
for you to help support your partner:
1. Be a good listener: When your partner’s stressed, they need
to have someone they can express their frustration to. Be that
person for them and validate their feelings.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Prince Harry & Meghan Markle
Enjoy ‘Hamilton’ Date Night
2. Do things for them that makes their life easier: Whether
it’s taking out the garbage or picking the kids up from
school, take over one of their chores to give them a little
bit of a break.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Royal Drama Has ‘Put Pressure’
on Prince Harry & Meghan Markle’s Relationship
3. Take care of yourself: To be strong for your partner, you
have to take care of yourself and not let your partner’s
stress levels affect your own.
What are some ways that you supported your partner through a
tough time? Let us know! Comment below.

Celebrity News: Royal Drama
Has ‘Put Pressure’ on Prince
Harry
&
Meghan
Markle’s
Relationship

By Ivana Jarmon
Prince Harry feels powerless. In celebrity news, Prince Harry
is powerless when it comes to the negativity surrounding his
wife, Duchess Meghan. A source tells UsMagazine.com, “It has
put pressure on the celebrity couple. He’s very frustrated
with how little can be done,” the source explains of recent

stories in the British press. “Keeping her away from the
negativity and harm has been hard for him. It’s been his
purpose in their relationship to keep her away from the
negativity.” Recently reports surfaced that the Duchess was
fighting with her sister-in-law, Duchess Kate. Also, Markle’s
private secretary, Samantha Cohen is leaving her job.

In celebrity news, this royal
celebrity couple are going through
a difficult time. What are some
ways to keep outside drama from
affecting your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Unnecessary drama at a time is often associated with
relationships. We all realize how much outside drama can
sabotage a relationship and why it’s important to establish
and maintain healthy boundaries. Cupid has some ways to keep
outside drama from affecting your relationship:
1. Take control by taking responsibility: One of the ways
outside drama affect your relationship is if you deflect the
responsibility. By doing something about the drama, you take
back control and may be able to control the situation.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jennifer Garner & BF John Miller
Are Stronger Than Ever Amid Split Rumors
2. Ignore it all: Outside drama is outside and has nothing to
do with you. So why let it affect what’s happening in your own
little world. You can’t control how others perceive you, you
can only control your own actions.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Prince Harry ‘Feels Powerless’

Amidst Meghan Markle Royal Drama
3. Communication: No matter what drama it is, keep a line of
communication open. Be open and honest with your partner about
what’s going on. Express any issues concerning the drama.
Speak your mind and don’t focus on the bad. Focus on working
through the drama together.
What are some ways to keep outside drama from affecting your
relationship? Share your thoughts below.

Prince Harry Reveals His
Nickname
for
the
Royal
Celebrity Baby

By Courtney Shapiro
In royal celebrity baby news, Prince Harry already has a cute
nickname for his unborn child with Duchess Meghan. The
celebrity couple was in New Zealand for their final day, and
stopped to visit the Abel Tasman National Park. According
to E! Online, the Duke of Sussex shared his thoughts with the
group. He said, “From myself and my wife and our little bump,
we are so grateful to be here. We bring blessings from my
grandmother the Queen and our family. We are so grateful for
your hospitality and the work to look after this beautiful
place.” The future parents continue to share their happiness
for their upcoming child.

This royal celebrity baby to be
already has an adorable nickname.
What
are
some
reasons
that
nicknames can bring you closer as a

couple?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can nicknames bring you closer as a couple? Cupid has some
ideas:
1. It’s just between the two of you: The nicknames you use as
a couple usually are just between you and your partner, making
it something special for you. Sometimes the nickname gets used
around other people, but you two understand the intimacy
behind it.
Related Link: Royal Celebrity Baby News: Prince Harry &
Duchess Meghan Are Expecting First Child
2. It shows your affection: Maybe the nicknames you have with
your partner stemmed from a memory or an experience you had
together. Having a nickname that comes from something special
shows that you and your partner really care for each other.
Related Link: Royal Celebrity Baby: Prince Harry Hopes First
Child With Duchess Meghan Is a Girl
3. You can laugh about them together: There is a possibility
one of you or both of you has a nickname from childhood that
your partner will insist on using. The nickname may be
ridiculous but you can laugh and make fun of it as a couple
which will only strengthen the relationship.
How have nicknames brought you closer as a couple? Share with
us in the comments!

Royal Celebrity Baby: Prince
Harry Hopes First Child With
Duchess Meghan Is a Girl

By Courtney Shapiro
In royal celebrity baby news, Prince Harry is hopeful for a
baby girl with wife Duchess Meghan, as she is expecting their
child in Spring of 2019. While walking in Sydney Australia, a
fan was heard yelling “I hope it’s a girl,” in which Prince
Harry responded, “So do I.” The celebrity pregnancy was first
announced at the beginning of the pair’s royal tour. According
to UsMagazine.com, the future dad talked about their future
child during an address at at Sydney’s Admiralty House saying,
“we also genuinely couldn’t think of a better place to
announce the, er, upcoming baby. Whether it’s a boy or a

girl.” The couple will continue touring in the upcoming months
as they await the new addition to their family.

Prince Harry is hoping his royal
celebrity baby is a girl. What are
some ways to prepare for a baby
girl?
Cupid’s Advice:
How should you prepare for a baby girl? Cupid has some tips:
1. Buy some clothes before she’s born: The clothes you buy
don’t necessarily have to be pink or frilly, but it’ll be
smart to purchase some outfits before the baby arrives. Select
a variety of clothing types, colors, and different prints that
way you have options ready.
Related Link: Royal Celebrity Baby News: Prince Harry &
Duchess Meghan Are Expecting First Child
2. Think of names: This can be done for both boys and girls,
but there tend to be more options when it comes to choosing
one for a girl. Find what speaks to you as a couple, and get a
list together, so you’re not scrambling when the baby comes.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: New Mom Cardi B Is Already
‘Embracing Motherhood’
3. Get everything
give birth with no
up a bedroom or a
focus on delivering

prepared before birth: You don’t want to
preparation. Buy the things you need, set
space for the newborn, and let yourself
your baby.

How did you prepare for a baby girl? Share with us in the
comments!

Royal Celebrity Baby News:
Prince Harry & Duchess Meghan
Are Expecting First Child

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity baby news, Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan are
pregnant. The royal pair has been talking about extending
their
family
since
they
tied
the
knot
in
May. UsMagazine.com reported that Kensington Palace released
an announcement on October 15th stating, “Their Royal
Highnesses The Duke and Duchess of Sussex are very pleased to
announce that The Duchess of Sussex is expecting a baby in the

Spring of 2019.” The celebrity couple shared their news after
landing in Australia for their first international tour
together.

It
looks
like
another
royal
celebrity baby will be joining the
mix soon! What are some ways to
prepare for your first child?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you prepare for a child? Cupid has some advice:
1. Read the books: The books on parenting have been around for
years. They are useful tools that can answer a lot of
questions that you and your partner have.
Related Link: Celebrity Parents: Busy Philipps Says Husband
‘Didn’t Try’ to Be a Dad Initially
2. Talk to friends who have already had a child: Your
experience with a child is going to be unique to you and your
partner, but talking to other people who have been through it
can help ease your worry. they can give you advice and tips on
what to do with a newborn.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Jason Aldean & Wife
Brittany Reveal Sex of Baby No. 2
3. Allow yourself to freak out: Having a child is a big step,
and it might scare you. It is natural to let yourself worry,
so take that time to get it all out. After you let it out,
you’ll probably realize you were freaking out over nothing.
How have you prepared for having a child? Tell us below!

